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1. Origin Product/Version 

OX App Suite 7.2.2-Rev 7 

2. Packages shipped with this Release 

OX App Suite Frontend 7.2.2-Rev 8 (built 2013-07-11) 

OX App Suite Backend 7.2.2-Rev 8 (built 2013-07-11) 

3. Bugs Fixed with this Release 

Open-Xchange App Suite 

27047 POA antispam shows errors when service user and primary email address 

not match 

Use user login instead of email address to identify user in POA as this is 

what POA also does. 

27172 Default for mail sorting not taken care of by UI 

Default sort settings will be used (server setting or 'thread') every time 

folder is accessed. Only exception: in case default sort is 'thread' and 

thread view is disabled for the current folder '610' (date) is used instead. 

27241 Display of Facebook stream will stop working on 2013/07/10 

Please see: 

http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=FacebookMessaging_Bundle#Faceb

ook_after_the_.22July_2013_Breaking_Changes.22 

27258 missing password migration UI for external accounts 

Added this function to App Suite UI. 

27316 getaccesscombinationnameforuser does always return null 

The "EditPassword" capability is threatened as extended property that is 

bound to the presence of a specific service. That's why the user module 

access combinations may differ from those stored in the database when 

being queried by the Admin. 

com.openexchange.admin.storage.interfaces.OXUserStorageInterface.getM

oduleAccess() will always return access combinations without the influence 

of extended properties that depend on started services for example. 

27337 Customer name in exception 

Fixed wrong string. 

27356 Color label disappears after refresh 

Fixed by adding column 102 (color_flag) to "getAll" request. 

27438 showruntimestats -j shows java.lang.IllegalStateException 

The "-j" / "-jsonStats" option is removed from the "showruntimestats" 

utility, and implicitly from the "-a" option, too. 

27455 Order of emoji icons within categories are wrong 

Fixed broken icon order. 

27456 Some Japanese translations are missing 

Entered the translations provided by the customer. 

27466 Emoji icons are too narrow 
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Added a margin of 2px in CSS files. 

4. Changes applied 

4.1. Changes relevant for Administrators 

4.1.1. Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 

4.1.2. Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

4.1.3. Changes of Behavior 

- none - 

4.1.4. Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

4.1.5. Changes of Libraries/Licenses 

- none - 

4.2. Changes relevant for Developers 

4.2.1. Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

4.2.2. Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 

4.2.3. Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

4.2.4. Changes of the CLT API 

- none - 
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4.2.5. Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 

4.2.6. Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 

5. Tests 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and regression test on both, the 

OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server setup. 

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed behavior. Unless explicitly 

stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not expect other side effects. 

6. Fixed Bugs 

27047, 27172, 27241, 27258, 27316, 27337, 27356, 27438, 27455, 27456, 27466 


